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Art on his
sleeves

COVER STORY

Grayson Perry explores issues of
class in tapestries such as The
Adoration of the Cage Fighters
(below).

Cross-dressing cultural critic
Grayson Perry offers PAOLA
TOTARO a glimpse inside his
London studio.

G rayson Perry, CBE, enfant
terrible of British contemporary
art, laughs like a drain. The
Turner Prize-winning
ceramicist and textile artist,

cultural critic and joyously outre transvestite,
detests cliche, but there is no better way to
describe the raucous cackle-cum-gurgle
unleashed when something amuses him.

He has just shown me through his wardrobe,
packed with a hundred or so elaborate frocks,
and is impishly delighted by my realisation that
the delicate spray of sequins, crystals and
pearls on the dress and cape in front of me is,
ahem, not what it seems.

‘‘It’s a great big cock, can you see?’’ he says,
laughing uproariously.

‘‘This is the posh version of one made by a
fashion student [from London’s Central Saint
Martins art college]. . . it was remade for me by
Louis Vuitton’s atelier.’’

Perry, 55, is dressed in a fluoro pink T-shirt,
bright blue trousers, suspenders and slip-on
Birkenstock clogs. His reading glasses – clear
orange and oversized – make him look like a
student at the world-renowned college, rather
than the university’s chancellor (which he is).

Ensconced in an armchair in his North
London studio, cup of instant coffee in hand, he
lets out a sigh and agrees that it has been an
extraordinary year, even by his extremely
successful standards.

Provincial Punk at the Turner Contemporary
gallery on England’s south-east coast broke
attendance records – 200,000 people walked
through the turnstiles – even if some critics
gave it a bollocking.

Vanity of Small Differences, a show examining
notions of ‘‘Britishness’’, is touring Turkey,
while the crazy fantasy house he built in Essex
earlier this year continues to attract visitors,
creating traffic jams as passers-by slow down
to gawk. The house is part of Alain de Botton’s
not-for-profit program, Living Architecture,
and can be rented for holiday weekends.

In December, Sydney’s Museum of
Contemporary Art will open its own
blockbuster retrospective, bringing together
Perry’s earliest works and signature ceramics
with a carefully selected array of tapestries,
prints, drawings and sketches.

But back to the frocks.
Every year, Perry leads Central Saint

Martins’ fashion students in a six-week course
called Make Grayson Perry a Dress. ‘‘I wouldn’t
glamorise it as teaching,’’ he says. ‘‘Let’s say I’m
exposing them to my sensibilities. I do a fashion
show with them at the end and then stock up
and buy the best ones . . . often up to two-thirds
of them.’’

What is he packing for the Australian visit?
‘‘Boy George once famously said that heat is

the enemy of drag. I should think I will take my
most skimpy outfits. And I have a choice of
probably 20 I can rustle up. So yes, there will be
a lot of skin – and very thin, that skin!’’ he says
with another guffaw.

The day before our interview in his elegant,
light-filled studio, Perry was out finishing the
filming for his new three-part BBC Channel 4
television series exploring masculinity.

His artworks, created especially for the
show, are visible in his workroom but nowhere
near completion. Sadly, he is not allowed to talk
about them – nor provide sneak peeks – until it
airs in March.

Late last year, Perry’s critically acclaimed

series, Who Are You? saw him examining issues
of identity and creating images of people on the
cusp of enormous life changes for the National
Portrait Gallery in London.

Among his subjects was Chris Huhne, a
former British cabinet minister sketched the
night before he went to jail, and an
unforgettable glimpse into the life of a couple
living through the husband’s disappearance
into the fog of Alzheimer’s.

In the powerful and at times enormously
moving portraits, Perry managed to distil the
essence of each subject’s individuality while
finding common human threads. ‘‘I was in tears
many times doing the [Alzheimer’s]
voiceovers,’’ he says.

‘‘I often think the potent things are those
that have an emotional narrative but they also
touch on something grander. They touch on
almost some universal human truth. Tears are
truth, some people say . . .’’

Perry’s delivery is natural and compelling,
the product of many years lecturing and public
speaking. In conversation, he shows the same
mix of ferocious intelligence and empathy, but
without a skerrick of sentimentality.

His wife Philippa is a psychotherapist and
their 22-year-old daughter Flo is at
university studying chemistry. Perry is
candid about the decade he spent in
therapy and its influence on his work.

‘‘My therapy was of the humanist
strain, not the cool analytical Freudian
or Jungian analysis,’’ he says.

‘‘It has been by far the biggest
influence on my work, greater than
anything I’ve done. I haven’t had it for
over 10 years but it’s the unsparing,
unsentimental clarity of it that I like.’’

Therapy is a constant in
conversation, thanks also to his wife’s
profession.

‘‘It pulls life apart and it’s a revelation, a
macro-revelation about how we operate.

‘‘It cleans the lens through which we look at
the world, because we have to look at the world
through the lens of being human, so it is good to
give it a good polish.’’

Perry’s work, particularly his ceramics, is
imbued with this peeling away of layers, leaving
behind the imprint of interior landscapes,
personal obsessions and life experience.

Often his images are dark, confronting,
disturbing. At other times, they are playful,
celebratory, pointed in their irony or politics.

In the early years, sexual images and fetish
dominated – often in strange and sometimes
scary ways. Later, his always sensual,
classically shaped pots would also reveal
images of child loneliness and neglect.

Perry had a rotten childhood. His mother left
his engineer dad for the milkman (root cause of
his hatred of cliche) and his stepfather was
unsparing and violent.

When the new patriarch took on a
newsagent’s business, the young Perry was
forced to deliver newspapers before and after
school and on weekends, throwing him into a
state of perpetual exhaustion.

In his teens, he escaped to live with his father
but was thrown out when his stepsister read his
diary and discovered his penchant for
transvestism. It was only thanks to the
encouragement of a supportive art teacher that
he abandoned plans for a military career and
went to Portsmouth Polytechnic, graduating
with a BA in fine arts.

Perry’s female persona, Claire, his second
skin, was born when he was in his early teens
and remains a constant in his life.

A battered old teddy bear, Alan Measles, is a
recurring motif in his art and is imbued with
the qualities of paternal kindness and a quasi-
religious nurturing masculinity Perry missed
as a child.

There are many other characters he
inhabits. The most recent, Julie, appeared with
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‘‘I’ve got a lot
of sympathy
for the
Australian
viewpoint
of life,
because all
Australians
are working-
class men.
Even the
women!„ GRAYSON PERRY

In his London studio (top) Perry
makes classically-shaped pots
with pointed political messages;
(right) The Rosetta Vase.

his Essex House architectural project.
According to the tale Perry invented for the
work, the suburban, middle-aged frau with a
blonde bob and social aspirations meets her
demise under the wheels of a takeaway delivery
bike.

Perry’s mother, who apparently resembles
Julie in social aspiration and clothing, was
outraged and gave a furious interview to
London’s Daily Mail.

When I ask Perry about the article, his eyes
narrow. ‘‘If my mum goes to the press, I don’t go
there. I have not read it. Too disturbing. Too
painful.

‘‘Our family was exploded by dysfunction.
My mother has managed to alienate all her
children. Separately, all of them.’’

Perry has not spoken to his mother since the
early ’90s. Nevertheless, talking about his work
and notions of identity, particularly
‘‘Britishness’’, he ascribes to her his finely
tuned antenna for foolish talk and stupid ideas
– ‘‘my alarm bell of guff ’’.

‘‘She was very sharp. Sharp to the point of
destructiveness, unfortunately.

‘‘It’s a British thing, I think. If you boil down
Britishness, my great hero [author and social
anthropologist] Kate Fox says that what you’d
get is a person staring at the telly shouting,
‘Come off it!’’’

Perhaps there is something similar about
Australia’s bolshie streak?

Perry remembers being interviewed by the
Booker-winning British author Howard
Jacobson for Brilliant Creatures, the
documentary about the lives of Robert Hughes,
Germaine Greer, Barry Humphries and

Clive James.
‘‘I remember Jacobson
hooting when I said, ‘I’ve got

a lot of sympathy for the
Australian viewpoint
of life, because all
Australians are
working-class men.
Even the women!’

‘‘Well, there is
an element of truth
in it, isn’t there?’’
He laughs.

Perry described
himself to the MCA’s

chief curator, Rachel
Kent, as a ‘‘car crash

of influences’’. His
themes, says Kent, from

identity to sexuality and
masculinity, will resonate with

Australians.
‘‘Another key theme is built around his love

of folk art, of archaeology,’’ she says. ‘‘He has
always had an interest in art that lies outside
the canons of establishment art history.’’

The MCA show will bring together some of
Perry’s major textile, embroidery and
sculptural works.

He began creating his large, intricate and

political tapestries in 2009, creating and
sketching the designs on computer and having
them woven in Flanders.

Perry has written that he originally
embraced pottery as much for its low status as
an art form as his love of the process. Tapestry,
on the other hand, associated historically in
Europe with the aristocracy, allowed him to
explore issues of class in contemporary Britain.

The MCA show excites him because it will
bring together many works he hasn’t seen for a
long time.

‘‘This one will be the biggest ever, the most
comprehensive and the first one I have had
since I really got working and going with
tapestries.

‘‘It will have the whole range of my work from
the very beginning to the present day.’’

He is also looking forward to a holiday with
his wife and daughter, and seeing his
stepbrother who lives in Queensland.

Perry reckons he has made about 600 pots
over his career. The most difficult jobs for
galleries who want to stage retrospectives
is the pots’ fragility and tracking down the
earliest pieces.

Occasionally, Perry sees one at
auction; they now command six-
figure prices.

In his studio, he points to a
dozen or so hand-blown glass
urns filled with evil-looking
liquids that he has strung up to
be ‘‘aged and cured’’. They are
destined for the Australian
edition of his sculpture, Tomb of
the Unknown Craftsman – a kind
of death ship laden with
artefacts, urns, slivers of glass
and shards of pottery – originally
created for the British Museum
exhibition of the same name.

Perry had long cherished an
ambition to show his own art with
objects from the great ancient
civilisations of the world. Eventually, the

British Museum agreed to the collaboration,
giving Perry access to his pick of an estimated
eight million objects from cultures spanning
Greece, Egypt, Rome, Asia and the Americas.

Perry described the 2011 show as a
celebration of the thousands of unnamed
individuals who have made beautiful artefacts
throughout history.

His installation, redolent with references to
modern social and political issues, often
seemed indistinguishable from the ancient
works that inspired it – except on close
scrutiny.

In Britain, Perry’s rising status as a cultural
and art critic – not to mention his gong and role
as a Royal Academician – has led to some
grumbling and a sharpening of critics’ knives.

Surely, say the doubters, he can no longer
claim outsider status when he is so firmly
ensconced in the art establishment?

Whatever the view, Perry has not lost his
knack for prickling people into thinking and
questioning – with humour often the favoured
weapon. Earlier this year, he reduced Prince
Charles to a fit of giggles by arriving at
Buckingham Palace to receive his CBE in a
midnight blue frock, jacket and matching hat –
an outfit that could well have been pinched
from Camilla, the Duchess of Cornwall’s
wardrobe.

For all his complexities and contradictions,
Perry exudes a palpable existential
contentment.

He is rarely idle, constantly exploring,
working, hunting down and exposing what he
calls the cultural ‘‘elephants in the room’’.

‘‘In my next TV show I’m going to ask, why is
it that nearly all crime is done by men? Nobody
wants to talk about that. It is fact.’’

He feels happy now, he concedes.
‘‘Yes, I am. But happiness is contentment,

not ecstasy. A lot of people think it is bungee
jumping with dolphins. I go, ‘Eeew, it is about a

regular life that is enjoyable’. And I really
do enjoy my life.’’
‘‘Me and my wife, we have a ritual. We

have a place in the country and [we] sit
out on a Saturday evening in the

garden watching the sun go down
with a bottle of beer.

‘‘We call it the Jean Paul
Sartre Festival. Once, we
tweeted our two chairs on the
lawn and said something like,
‘We’re at the Sartre Festival’
and people said, ‘Oh, wow,
where is that? It sounds really
good. . .’’’

‘‘Hell,’’ he cackles, ‘‘is other
people!’’

Grayson Perry – My Pretty Little Art
Career is at the MCA from December

10 until May 1, 2016, as part of the
Sydney International Art Series. Perry

speaks at the Opera House on
December 13.


